
JUBILATE 2017 

ALUMNI RECOGNITION AWARD CATEGORY BRIEFS 

FORE Alumni Network is delighted to announce that we will be presenting Recognition Awards 

to our Alumni who have shown outstanding performance in their professional life.  

You may either apply for yourself or nominate an alumnus (in consultation with him or her) by 

filling the details of the form below. The awards will be presented at JUBILATE 2017 - The annual 

alumni meet scheduled on 11th November, 2017. In case of self-nomination, Nominee's and 

Nominator's detail will remain same. Following are the award categories: 

1) FORE Alumni Recognition Award for Outstanding Executive Leadership:  

The Executive Leadership Award recognizes an outstanding leadership and vision by an 

executive within a firm’s unit. Recipient will be an exemplar of effective team dynamics who 

has led diverse groups through strategic improvements within her/his firm. It is presented 

to an individual who has expanded his /her leadership skills into areas of campus and/or 

community involvement. The recipient of this award would have helped a firm envision the 

future, identify paths to success and implemented his plans on ground. This alumnus is 

expected to have epitomized integrity, collaboration, and intellectual, emotional, and social 

growth. 

 

2) FORE Alumni Recognition Award for Entrepreneurship:  

This award celebrates the entrepreneurial spirit and recognizes a person who has developed 

a comprehensive business plan in order to define, manage, and achieve team objectives. It 

exemplifies originality and uniqueness in exercise of vital business skills which have resulted 

in self sustaining programs. 

 

3) FORE Alumni Recognition Award for Public Contribution: 

This award honors those who excel in outstanding professionalism, dedication and 

contributions in the best of public interest. The awardee would have made a significant 

contribution in a public domain and brought about a tangible change in his/her field of work. 

Sensitivity towards society at large and community in general shall be among his/her 

distinctly definable traits.   

 

4) FORE Alumni Recognition Award for Contribution to Alma Mater: 

This award belongs to an alumnus who has maintained a regular touch with the students and 

staff and interacted with them in various forums with an aim to enhance the visibility of the 

Institute and guide the Management Trainees. An active participation in various meets, 



conduct of lectures and arrangement of visits to various firms for the purpose of exposure 

and on the job training shall fetch bonus points to the recipient of this award.    

 

Click HERE to apply for the awards 

Nominees shall be judged on their achievements since they have graduated from the College.    

 

:%20https:/goo.gl/forms/rY34NZotzkex3GKr1
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